Effect of high-flow nasal therapy during acute aerobic exercise in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease after exacerbation: protocol for a randomised, controlled, cross-over trial
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Early pulmonary rehabilitation is recommended after a severe exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). However, this is difficult to implement, particularly for exercise training. High-flow nasal therapy (HFNT) may reduce the work of breathing and dyspnoea and may improve exercise tolerance.

Methods and analysis This is a single-centre, prospective, controlled, randomised, cross-over study. Eligible patients will have a diagnosis of COPD (postbronchodilator forced expiratory volume in 1 s / forced vital capacity ratio of <0.7). Two constant work rate exercise tests at 80% of the peak work rate will be carried out on two consecutive days with and without HFNT. The primary outcome will be the difference in endurance time between the two conditions. Secondary outcomes will be the change in muscle oxygenation during exercise, dyspnoea and muscle fatigue, respiratory muscle strength after exercise, respiratory rate, cardiac frequency, transcutaneous CO2 pressure and pulsed O2 saturation. Nineteen patients will be included. Data will be analysed as intention to treat by a blinded statistician.

Ethics and dissemination Ethics approval has been obtained from the Ethics Committees Nord-Ouest II, Caen, France (N° ID RCB: 2016-A01325-46). The study will begin in April 2017 for a duration of 2 years. The results of the trial will be presented at national and international meetings and published in peer-reviewed journals.

Trial registration number NCT03058081.

INTRODUCTION

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is characterised by non-reversible bronchial obstruction associated with systemic disorders and comorbid factors. As the disease progresses, the patient frequently experiences episodes of exacerbation that lead to a progressive worsening of respiratory function and vital prognosis.12 Exacerbations are frequently accompanied by several months of increased anxiety, limitations in activities of daily living and reduced quality of life.3 4 Early pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) is recommended following an exacerbation in order to limit these consequences.5 However, functional signs of dyspnoea ‘too breathless’ and fatigability ‘too weak’ often lead patients to abandon PR programmes prematurely.6 7 Some patients are unable to reach the required training intensity to achieve clinical or physiological benefits. High-flow nasal therapy (HFNT) can deliver up to 60 L/min of reheated, humidified air via nasal cannula, with or without additional oxygen. Above a flow of 20 L/min, HFNT generates a positive pressure in the upper airways.8 It induces an increase in alveolar ventilation, improvements in gas exchange and a reduction in ventilatory work in patients with COPD.3–10

Currently, one pilot study has demonstrated that HFNT can increase exercise tolerance in patients with severe COPD in a stable state.11 To our knowledge, no studies have evaluated the effect of HFNT during exercise after a severe exacerbation. We hypothesised that HFNT could be a simple and effective strategy to improve exercise tolerance following a severe exacerbation.

The primary aim of this randomised, controlled, cross-over study is to evaluate the impact of HFNT on endurance time (TLim) in patients with severe COPD post exacerbation.

The secondary aims are to evaluate the impact of HFNT on tissue oxygenation, dyspnoea and muscle fatigue, transcutaneous CO2 pressure (PtCO2), respiratory rate (RR), cardiac rate (CR), pulsed O2 saturation.
saturation (SpO₂) during exercise and respiratory muscle fatigue.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

**Design**

This is a prospective, single-centre, randomised, controlled, cross-over study. It will compare TLim on constant work rate exercise tests (CWRET) at 80% of the peak work rate estimated (WRpeak) with 60 L/min of HFNT (HFNT test) and without HFNT (control test) (figure 1). The results will be analysed as intention to treat. This study will be conducted, analysed and reported according to the Consolidation Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement for randomised controlled trials.

**Participants**

Patients will be eligible for inclusion if they fulfil the following criteria: (1) a diagnosis of COPD (postbronchodilator forced expiratory volume in 1 s/forced vital capacity ratio <0.7), and (2) having given informed consent. The postexacerbation period is defined as less than 7 days postdischarge from the pulmonary department.

Patients will be excluded if they have (1) cardiovascular contraindications to respiratory rehabilitation, (2) pH <7.35, (3) body temperature >38°C, (4) resting tachycardia >100 bpm, (5) systolic arterial pressure <100 mm Hg at rest, (6) musculoskeletal or neurological disorders that could limit exercise performance, (7) if the patient is judged to be at risk by the medical team, (8) if the patient is under guardianship or incarcerated, and (9) if the patient’s general state changes between the beginning and end of the study.

Patients will be recruited on admission to the Pulmonary Rehabilitation Department of Jacques Monod Hospital, Le Havre, France. They will be screened for eligibility by a pulmonologist. Participants will receive oral and written information regarding the organisation of the study from the pulmonologist. Written informed consent will be obtained for each participant. The study will begin in April 2017. Each patient will be included for 2 years.

**Baseline assessment**

Medical history, comorbid factors, medications and blood gases (carried out on admission to the PR department) will be collected. Respiratory function at rest (spirometry and plethysmography) will be carried out on admission according to the American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society recommendations. Dyspnoea (modified Medical Research Council and
Multidimensional Dyspnea Profile), quality of life (St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire) and anxiety/depression (Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale) will be evaluated prior to inclusion.

Two 6min walk tests (6MWT) will be carried out on admission to the PR department. The following day, the CWRET will be carried out at 80% of the WRpeak estimated by the best 6MWT (according to the equation by Hill et al[14]). This estimation of maximal power is associated with an average error of 22%±18%. To compensate for the variability of this estimation, the intensity of the initial CWRET will be adjusted if the TLim is less than 5 min or more than 15 min, and the intensity of work will be increased or decreased by 20%. Initially, the aim of the test will be to accustom the patient to the instructions. Then, the CWRET will be used to titrate the oxygen flow for patients on long-term oxygen therapy in order to achieve 90% SpO2 during exercise. The same flow will be administered in all conditions (HFNT or oxygen alone) and will not be modified for the duration of the study. After 1-hour rest, the patient will be given familiarisation time with the HFNT during exercise (cycle ergometer) for 10 min.

Interventions
After randomisation, two CWRET will be carried out on a cycle ergometet at 80% of WRpeak estimated on two consecutive days. The tests will be carried out at the same time of day and the patient will be asked to limit any efforts in between the tests (no exercise sessions). Patients will also be asked not to eat or drink tea or coffee during the 2 hours preceding the tests. If the patient is under O2 supplementation, the titrated oxygen flow determined at the baseline assessment will be the same for each test.

High-flow nasal test
The AIRVO 2 (Fisher & Paykel, Auckland, New Zealand) system will be used to provide HFNT. The air will be administered via nasal cannula (Optiflow, Fisher & Paykel). This system generates humidified, reheated air (between 31°C and 37°C) up to 60L/min. Fractional inspired oxygen (FiO2) can be controlled by altering the O2 supplementation within the system (0.21–1 FiO2).

The flow will be set to 60L/min (with or without oxygen supplementation) during the exercise. The air will be warmed to 34°C to ensure effective humidification of the airways as well as the patient’s comfort. The patient will be instructed to breathe as he prefers (nasally, orally or both). For patients under oxygen, the O2 flow will be added to the AIRVO 2 device.

Control test
The test will be carried out on ambient air. For patients who require oxygen supplementation, standard nasal cannula will be used. We have chosen a control test using ambient air or O2 (for patients on long-term oxygen therapy) instead of a placebo (HFNT cannula with no or low flow) since this can increase inspiratory resistance during exercise because of the partial occlusion of the nostrils. This occlusion can increase respiratory work and alter the patient’s performance. We chose not to use a Venturi mask for comparison because its effects on patient performance are not known.

Primary outcome
The primary outcome is TLim during the CWRET. The CWRET will begin with a 3min warm-up at 15 watts (minimal resistance of the cycle ergometer), followed by a phase of exercise at 80% of WRpeak estimated. During the exercise phase, work will be considered maximal if the patient cannot maintain the imposed peddling frequency (60±5 revs/min) for 10s and/or if the dyspnoea is too severe. In order to avoid involuntarily influencing patients, no encouragements will be provided during the test. After the test, patients will be given a 3min active recovery phase (<30% WRpeak estimated). If the patient reaches 15 min, the test will be stopped by the technicians. The tests will be supervised by two physiotherapists with more than 2 years of experience in carrying out the CWRET with patients with COPD. They will independently record the time using a stopwatch and the mean of the two recordings will be calculated. The two physiotherapists will supervise all the sessions for the whole duration of the study.

Secondary outcome measures
Three measures of maximal inspiratory and expiratory pressure will be carried out to evaluate the strength of the inspiratory and expiratory muscles, before and after each test. The best value of the three will be used in the analysis. An electronic manometer MicroRPM (Micro Medical, Rhymerney, UK) will be used according to international recommendations.[16] These measures will be taken before and at the end of the exercise (<5min) to evaluate the fatigability of the respiratory muscles.

Dyspnoea and muscle fatigue will be evaluated using the modified Borg scale (from 0 to 10; 0=no fatigue or dyspnoea and 10=maximal effort). This will be rated every 2min during the test and on exhaustion. The maximal clinically important difference is 1 point.[17 18]

CR, SpO2 and PtCO2 will be carried out using the SenTec (SenTec AG, Therwil, Switzerland). RR will be monitored cycle to cycle by respiratory plethysmography by inductance using the Emblett Gold (Embla, Bromfield, USA). These measures will be taken throughout the duration of the tests. Means will be calculated every minute over a 20s interval.

Peripheral muscle oxygenation of the right quadriceps muscle will be evaluated by spectroscopy in the near infrared (NIRS) using a PortaMon (Artinis Medical Systems, Einsteinweg, The Netherlands) device. The NIRS technique is based on the emission and reception of light in the near-infrared region of the spectrum on the surface.
of the tissues. NIRS technology continuously measures the relative changes of muscle oxygenated haemoglobin and myoglobin (oxy(Hb + Mb)), deoxygenated haemoglobin and myoglobin (deoxy(Hb + Mb)) and total(Hb + Mb) (as the sum of oxy(Hb + Mb) and deoxy(Hb + Mb)). This parameter is used to estimate changes in local blood volume. An oxygenation index will be calculated: (tissue saturation index (TSI)=100×(oxy(Hb + Mb)/ total(Hb + Mb)). The NIRS will be attached to the vastus lateralis muscle, 12 cm above the lateral femoral condyle using a Velcro band. The device will be covered by a black band in order to eliminate surrounding light. The measures will begin 5 min before the exercise and will end after 5 min rest after the exercise. This measurement can only be taken on patients with a skinfold measurement less than 3 cm. The distance of separation between the optodes and the receptor will be ≥4 cm to allow a signal penetration of around 2 cm depth. The recorded values will be expressed as the delta (Δ) of the resting baseline values. In order to optimise the intraindividual and interindividual comparability, a maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) will be carried out 2 min after the exercise to determine the maximal or minimal values for the variables evaluated. Δoxy(Hb + Mb), Δdeoxy(Hb + Mb), Δtotal(Hb + Mb) and TSI values will be expressed as a % of the minimal or maximal value determined by the postexercise MVC or on early recovery (whichever is higher).

Sample size
A sample of 19 patients will be necessary to reject the null hypothesis with a power of 80% and an alpha risk ≤0.05. We expect a difference of 70% on the CWRET (clinically meaningful difference) assuming an SD of 104.

Randomisation
1/1 randomisation will be carried out by the clinical research team using computer software. The randomisation list will be transmitted to the technicians by a person who will be blinded to group allocation. However, this test is standardised with well-defined stopping criteria. (2) The study will not provide information regarding the effectiveness of HFNT on exercise capacity of patients under HFNT. These results could form the basis for a study of long-term effectiveness.

Blinding
The patients and the technicians will know the order of the tests (HFNT or control) at the first CWRET. The analysis of the data recorded continuously during the tests (RR, CR, SpO2, PtCO2, muscle oxygenation) will be carried out by technicians who will be blinded to the group. The final statistical analysis will be carried out by a person who will be blinded to group allocation.

Data management and statistical analysis
Prism 5 (GraphPad, La Jolla, California, USA) software will be used for the statistical analysis. The results will be expressed as means with SD or medians with IQRs depending on their distribution (respectively normal or not normal). Comparison of the TLim (primary outcome) and physiological responses (secondary outcomes) between the two conditions will be carried out using the method described by Wellek and Blettner in order to evaluate (1) the effect of treatments (HFNT vs control), (2) the effect of treatment sequence (HFNT first vs control first) and (3) the first-order carryover risk. Physiological variables will be calculated by subtracting the baseline value from the value at the end of each session (HFNT and control). For all tests, significance will be set to p≤0.05. Data will be analysed as intention to treat. In the Intention-to-treat analysis, if the percentage of missing data is ≤5%, data will be replaced by simple imputation (replacement of the missing value by the median of the available values for that variable). If 5%–20% of data are missing, they will be replaced by multiple imputations using a regression model.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION
Ethical approval to conduct the study has been obtained from the Ethics Committees Nord-Ouest III, Caen, France. In conformity with the Declaration of Helsinki, all participants will be recruited to participate voluntarily and they will sign a written informed consent form. The results of the trial will be presented at national and international meetings and published in peer-reviewed journals. Results will be registered at ClinicalTrials.gov. We will also disseminate the main results to all participants in a letter. The study has been registered with ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03058081).

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS
The results of this study will bring new elements regarding the feasibility and the effectiveness of HFNT on exercise capacity of patients with COPD after severe exacerbation.

They will also provide additional data such as (1) changes in PaO2 of carbon dioxide during exercise with HFNT, and (2) the effect of HFNT on oxygen consumption in the lower limb muscles.

This study has several limitations: (1) The patient and technicians evaluating the CWRET cannot be blinded to group allocation. However, this test is standardised with well-defined stopping criteria. (2) The study will not provide information regarding the effectiveness of HFNT on long-term exercise capacity. However, it will provide information regarding physiological adaptation to exercise of patients under HFNT. These results could form the basis for a study of long-term effectiveness.
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